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1. Read the following passage on Bears, and answer the 
questions that follow.   

  

Bears are found in Europe, Asia, Africa and America they are massively built, with short tails and thick   
  

legs. Bears are not really carnivore. They eat almost anything the chief exception in the polar bear  

  
which in its natural state lives on fish and seals. However, in captivity, they seem to enjoy meat,  

  
vegetables, fruits, milk, rice and porridge.  
  
  

  

Bears are not quite as dangerous as people imagine them it be like most animals, they will do their  

  

best to avoid human being. However bears are by no means cowardly animals. Many hunters have 

been  killed by bears for they can be extremely dangerous and cunning.  

  
  

  

Bears have a strong sense of smell but they have very poor eye-sight. They are also dull of hearing but   

  

they are very intelligent.  

  
  

  

(i) Where are bears found ?   
        Options : (a) America     (b) Australia    (c) None of the above   

  

(ii) What does a bear eat in captivity ?   
        Options : (a) Milk   (b) Fish  (c) Seal   (d) trees   

  

(iii) What does bear avoid like most animal ?   
        Options : (a) Hunters     (b) Human being    (c) fish  (d) none of these    



  

(iv) What kind of animal is bear ?   
        Options : (a) coward   (b) cunning  (c) helpful   (d)  quiet   

 

  

(v) What is the strongest sense of a bear ?   
        Options : (a) touch  (b) sight  (c) smell   (d)  hearing   

  

(vi) Who have been killed by bears ?   
        Options : (a) Humans   (b) animals   (c) hunters   (d)  birds   

  

(vii) The bear are massively built with short tail and thin legs.   
       Options :  true / false   

  

(viii) Bears are not carnivore animal.        
Options :  true / false  

  
  

  

2. Read the poem carefully and answer the questions that follow.   

  

I live in a town, in a street   
  

Its crowded with traffic , and feet.   
  

There are buses and motors, and trams,  
  
I wish there were meadows and lambs.   

  

The houses all wait in a row, There is smoke everywhere that I go.   
  
I don’t like the noises I hear, I wish there were woods very near,   

  

There is only one thing that I love,   
  
And that is the sky far above.   

  

There is plenty of room in the blue,   
  

For castles of clouds and me too !   
  
  

(i) The town in which the child lives is _______ with traffic.  
    Options: (a) crowded     (b) deserted  (c) overpopulated (d) less populated   



(ii) In the town, the child wishes for _________  .  
       Options: (a) classmates    (b) an airport   (c) meadows and lambs  (d)motors and buses   
  

(iii)  What did the child not like ?   
  
(iv) Why does the child love the sky?   

  

 

(v) What is the message given through the poem?   

  
(vi) Write the synonyms from the poem for the given words.  
       (a) palace                (b) a lot of   

  

3. Choose the correct preposition from the brackets and fill in the 
blanks.  

  
(i) The train went __________  (in/through/between) the tunnel.  

  
(ii) The boat went __________ (through/in/under) the bridge.  

  
(iii) The farmer works ________ (on/from/for) dawn _______ (of/to/on) dusk.  

  
(iv) The children played ________  (under/around /near) the fountain.   
        

 (v) There was a bench _______(on/in /beside) the fountain.  
  

  

4. Choose the correct conjunction from the brackets and fill in the 
blanks.  

  
(i) Dogs bark______ cats mew. (or/ but /and)   

  
(ii)  Will you have jam _______ marmalade ?  ( and /but /or )  

  
(iii) I could not go to school ________ I was ill.  (or / but / because)  

  
(iv) Will you visit me ________ you come to Delhi ?  ( if /when /because)  



  

5. Write questions for these answers.  
  
(a) Father will come home tomorrow.  

  
(b) I am waiting here for my friend.  

  
(c) There is a kitten in this basket.  

  
(d) I came by bus.  

  

6. Punctuate the following and rewrite the sentences.  
 

  
(a) is mrs singh your neighbor  

  
(b) who discovered America  

  
(c) the taj mahal was built by shah jahan  

  
(d) tigers  elephants  deer  monkeys and crocodiles  can be found in Corbett national park  

  

7. Use the apostrophe (‘s) and rewrite the following phrases.  
  
(a) the castle of the king  

  
(b) the plays of Shakespeare  

  
(c) the uniform of the soldier  

  
(d) the teachings of Buddha   

  

8. Underline the word from the options provided that means the same   

    as the adjective in each sentence.  

  
(a) Swift means the same as fast/ sudden /dull.  



  
(b) Wide means the same as narrow/ broad/ thick.  

  

9. Use the names of the body parts given in the box to complete the   

     following expressions.  

     hands,            foot,         neck,              nose   

  
(a) the ____ of a bottle    

  
(b) the ______ of a clock   

  
(c) the ______ of a mountain  

  
(d) the ______ of an airplane  

  

10. Insert the letters  -ie or  -ei  in the blanks and complete these words.  

  
(a)  n __ __ ce                                              (b) w __ __ ght  

  

11. Match column A and B to find out the young ones of animals.  

  

  

  Column  A   Column B   

the young of a duck  chick  

the young of a hen  foal  

the young of a sheep  duckling  

the young of a horse  lamb  

   

12. Read the clues and write the answer in the space provided.  
  

  

  clues  answers   

(a) the flesh of an animal that can be eaten  
  
(b) see someone after taking an appointment  

  

  

(c) What we do with pen and paper    



  
(d) the opposite of  ‘left’ and ‘wrong’  

  

   

13. Ali’s mother gave him a shopping list shown in column A. Read the  

     list and fill in the blanks in column B with the person he would buy   
     them from.  
   Column      A   Column  B   

(a) bread, cakes and pastries    

(b) newspapers and magazines    

(c) potatoes, tomatoes and cauliflower    

(d) mangoes, apples and pears    

  
  

  
*********  

  


